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1. THE PROBLEM 
In a recent paper ([I], pp. 126-127) we considered the following class of 
associative algebras. Let p be an odd prime, 5, be the field of p elements, 
6 and u be independent indeterminates over 3,. Then we have the field 
R = gp(f, u) of all rational functions of 5 and u with coefficients in 5,) 
and R is a quadratic extension field of 5 = sp([, ua). The. field R has an 
automorphism of period two over 5 defined by c = CY + /3u -+ E = OL - flu 
for every oc and /3 in 5. Define two elements g and a of R by 
g=t+u, a = ggU9 + g( g>-’ + g( g>-‘. (1) 
Then it is known that, if 
xp -x = a, y1” = g2, YlX = (x + l)Yl. (2) 
the ring $j = R[x] is a cyclic field of degree p over 52, and that the ring 
QJ = c!3,Y1*g2) (3) 
of all polynomials over R in x and yr is then a cyclic division algebra with R 
as its center. The cyclicity of IDa over R is implied by the fact that b, contains 
the cyclic field $j as well as by the fact that 3, contains the element yi whose 
p-th power gs is in R. It is also known ([I], Theorem 2, p. 129) that our 
selection of g and a in (1) implies that a,-, is the direct product a,, = a x R 
of a central division algebra 3 over 5 and the quadratic field R over 5. 
The algebra a is defined above for every odd prime p and it is certainly 
cyclic, by general theory, for p = 3. It will be cyclic for each p > 3 if 
there exists an element d of Ib,, which is not in R but is such that y = d9 
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is in 8, since, by the general theory of associative division algebras, there is 
then a corresponding element dl in ID, such that y = d,P. Since we know 
that d exists for the case p = 3, there might then be the possibility of finding 
such a d, generalizing it to the general case p > 3, and so proving that the 
algebras defined by (1) and (2) are indeed cyclic. This then requires that we 
find an element din 3, , when p = 3, such that d8 = y in R, and an electronic 
computer system was used to attempt to find such a d several years ago. The 
attempt failed. The purpose of this note is to produce a solution of the 
problem of finding d for p = 3, and so verifying the cyclic&y of !I$ for that 
prime, and to show also that the trivial generalization of this solution for 
p > 3 does produce an element d not in R such that dp = y in R, bit such 
that dn is not in 5. 
2. DETERMINATION OF d 
We shall carry out the initial stage of our study for p any odd prime. Put 
d = d,, + xd, , (4) 
with d, and dz in R( yI) so that, if dl # 0, the element d is not in R. We shall 
use the particular choices 
4 = YI 2 do = ar-‘NY1 - em (5) 
The polynomial ring R[yJ has a derivation (abstract derivative) E induced 
by ylE = yI , and it is known ([2], Theorem 5, p. 449) that dp = y is in R 
if and only if 
drlEp-l = de1 1 * (6) 
But y!-lE = ( p - 1) yr’ = -yf-‘, and so yi-lEP--l = (-l)P-~~” = 
yf-l. Thus, (5) implies that d” = y is in R for every p. Write 
where 
d’ = dy;’ = x - s, (7) 
s=-dsy~l=&-l)(-l+~yl)=s,,+s,yl. 
But then it is known ([I], Lemma 2, p. 118) that 
d’” - d’ = Q -! (s* - so), 
where (8) yields 
s, = -gg”, P = [&g-l)]P(-1 + Gg”). 
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Relation (8) implies that a - ($11 - s,,) is the norm in the algebra 9, of d’. 
Since the norm in a,, of y1 is its pth power gz, we see that’ 
dp = y I- @[a - (sp - so)]. (11) 
But 
a - (s” - &J = ggu* + g(g)-’ +g(g”) + [g(p)]” - f~(g-‘)‘pgZ + (-g) g-* 
= u”( gg - (g)*g-q + g(f)-” + (@g-9. (12) 
Thus we have the value 
d” = y = ug( g”g - gp&“) + g3( g)-’ + (g&f-p, 
and, when p = 3, this becomes 
(13) 
d3 = y = u”( g32 - g”g) + g”(f)-” + (g)“g-’ = y, (14) 
since E = -u, (gag --gag) = S = -6, and g”( g)-i + (g)“g-” is self- 
conjugate. Thus, we have produced the solution desired for p = 3 by the 
selection of d, and dl in (5). 
We now turn to the case p > 3 and use the fact (El], Lemma 6, p. 126) 
that the commu~tive ~~ynorni~ ring 92 = %bi , yz*f, defined by (yr*)” = 
ga, is a field of degree p2 over St with an involution f -+f * defined by the 
mapping yl --+Y~*, yl* + yr , (II + (j; for every 0: of R. We can also write 
yl = yo2, yl* = y$‘, where y$ = g, y(;” = g, and see that an element y in 52, 
defined by (13), has the property that y = 7 if and only if G = $$ in 92. 
But 
and 
G = ur Yo%* - kw”)( YJ41 + Y*“( Yo*)-’ + i&Y Yo2, (15) 
There is only one term of degree 2 in ys in the expression gy - ?$, 
where p > 3; it is the term &g-l) yes, and so G # g?, y is not in 5 when 
p > 3. 
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x We are using tbe muftiplicative property of the norm N(d) to see that N(d) = 
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